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VISTA HERMOSA
Taking the city's oldest elevator to the lofty heights of Vista 
Hermosa, one gains one of the finest views of the city. This 
is complemented by an extensive and diverse menu with 
influences from Mexico, Italy and Japan, all reinterpreted 
to incorporate the flavors of Ecuador.

ZAZU
One of Quito's best fine-dining establishments, Zazu is the 
creation of culinary mastermind, Wilson Alpala. For Alpala, 
food transcends the senses, and Zazu brings rare and 
beautiful regional and international ingredients together 
in a composition of texture, flavor and harmony.

LA GLORIA
Uniting the fruits of sea and soil, La Gloria is a celebration 
of the feast of life. Andean produce combines with fresh 
seafood and fine 'carnes' in perfect balance. La Gloria is 
of the Anthony Bourdain philosophy, that food should be 
enjoyed to its fullest with friends and strangers alike.

CAFÉ PLAZA GRANDE 
Located within the classically elegant Plaza Grande hotel, 
Café Plaza Grande is timelessly Andean, drawing influence 
from both Ecuador and Peru and bringing tradition into 
the contemporary kitchen. Dishes provide an exploration 
of the taste buds tracing centuries of culinary culture.

RESTAURANTE LA VID
Overlooking the historic heart of Quito's colonial town, La 
Vid is a wonderfully romantic restaurant ideal for those 
wishing to more tentatively sample Ecuadorian cuisine. 
Combining local and global flavors, La Vid pays tribute to 
its roots, but with open arms to embrace all palates.

PIM'S PANECILLO
Charmingly rustic yet unforgettably delicious, Pim's 
Panecillo presents regional and international dishes in 
a more relaxed yet wonderfully inviting setting. With 
panoramic views of the city, Pim's marries spices, seafood, 
sandwiches and scenery in a more casual dining venue.

CASA GANGOTENA
Inspired by Ecuador’s rich and diverse ingredients, 
Casa Gangotena has developed a contemporary take on 
signature cuisine. Chefs continuously experiment with the 
flavors, textures, and ancestral cooking techniques that 
converge in Ecuador’s gastronomy and culture.

MAMA CUCHARA'S LA PLAZA
Another hotel-restaurant, La Plaza presents daily menus 
each incorporating dishes that represent the 24 provinces 
of Ecuador. Contemporary fine dining is infused with 
absolute authenticity, with provincial set menus reflecting 
national flavors across breakfast, lunch and dinner.
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